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Abstract
Translation Quality Assessment (TQA) is the pivotal point 
of this study with a focus on discourse and mainly Critical 
Discourse Analysis (CDA) in order to find out how far it 
is possible to transfer discourse as a culture based concept 
from source community into the target community. This 
transfer is regarded as a yardstick to assess the translator’s 
overall accomplishment and the quality of the translation 
as well. For the same purpose Van Dijk CDA Framework 
(2004) has been used to assess the Farsi translation of 
Dan Brown’s novel Lost Symbol which has been done 
by Hosein Shahrabi. A thorough comparison between 
the selected data from the source text and the related 
translations in term of the discursive/pragmatic strategies 
and the results of Chi-Square Tests showed that the 
transfer of discourse from source into the target is possible 
with the least of deviations and the fact that discourse is 
a concept rooted in the culture of the people and parties 
involved in the act of translation, would not hinder the 
efforts put by the translators to create the same discourse 
in the target society for the end readers. The safe transfer 
of discourse from source into the target is considered to 
be the main yardstick for the assessment of translation 
quality under this study.
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INTRODUCTION
Quality assessment is a vital process in any field of study 
and action and more specifically in the field of translation 
where no practical methods of assessment are easily 
manageable and subjective or biased judgments can be 
seen widely.
Different scholars from different schools of thought 
view the concept of translation evaluation from different 
perspectives. House (2001) in her summarization 
included mentalists who had some subjective and 
intuitive evaluations. They believed that texts have no 
core meaning and their meanings change depending on 
the position of each of the individual speakers. Elsewhere 
she included behavioristic scholars who aimed at a more 
scientific way of evaluating translations dismissing the 
translator’s mental actions as belonging to what they call 
it a black box. Nida (1964) who was a supporter of this 
school of thought took the readers’ reactions to translation 
as the main yardstick for assessing a translation’s quality.
Functionalists such as Reiss and Vermeer (1984) 
claimed that skopos or purpose of a translation is the main 
item for qualifying a translation. The way target culture 
norms are treated/manipulated by a translation is the 
crucial yardstick in evaluating a translation (House, 2001).
In text and discourse based approaches, translation was 
evaluated mainly in terms of its forms and functions in the 
target (receiving) culture and literature (Toury, 1995). The 
source was subordinate to the target and what mattered 
was that translation is accepted as a tangible original work 
(and not a translation) in the target culture.
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Post modernists who were included in the text and 
discourse based approaches including Venuti (1995) tried 
to critically examine translation practices from a psycho-
philosophical and socio-political point of view in order 
to unmask unequal power relations which are produced, 
reproduced, understood and manifested in different ways 
by different people and parties (House, 2001).
According to House (2001), if meaning is followed 
and explored from an externally observable reaction, 
translation evaluation is likely to involve response-based 
methods. However if it is seen as emerging from larger 
units, involving both context and (situational and cultural) 
context surrounding individual linguistic units, a discourse 
approach is likely to be used in evaluating a translation.
Discourse and critical discourse analysis (CDA) which 
is recently a widely used concept in the field of translation 
studies and evaluation: 
Aims to systematically explores often opaque relationships 
of causality and determination between a discursive practice, 
events and texts and (or) wider social and cultural structures, 
relations and processes; to investigate how such practices, events 
and texts arise out of and are ideologically shaped by relations 
of power and struggles over power; and to explore how the 
opacity of these relationships between discourse and society is 
itself a factor securing power and hegemony. (Fairclough, 1993, 
p. 135)
One of the main researchers who provided great 
contributions to the field of CDA is Van Dijk.  His CDA 
framework (2004) which includes some tens of discursive 
and pragmatic strategies is a comprehensive asset which 
has been used widely recently in translation studies 
researches to account for the translation decisions made 
by the translators.
However CDA is commonly not used as a medium for 
the evaluation of the translation quality.Recent researches 
are mostly done with the purpose of making comparison 
between the source and target texts to see how discourse 
changed in source and target and how manipulations were 
happened.
The researcher under this current study tried to fill this 
gap by introducing CDA into the field of TQA and by using 
discourse as a medium to evaluate the translation quality.
1.  BACKGROUND
1.1  Translation Quality Assessment
Evaluation is a need for any performances and the 
products or the results of any job in order to assess the 
quality of the final output. Michael Scriven (2007), a 
leading evaluation researcher, defines evaluation as:
The process of determining merit, worth, or significance; an 
evaluation is a product of that process. Professional evaluation is 
evaluation done in a systematic and objective way with a degree 
of expertise that requires extensive specific training or learning. 
The logic of evaluation is concerned with (i) how, if at all, 
professional evaluation is possible; (ii) its nature and its location 
in the organization of knowledge, and (iii) the logical structure 
of its inferences. (p. 2)
Consequently it is needed to define sets of values, 
worth or significances to be the basis of the evaluation 
and judgment in the field of translation.
Translation quality was long time assessed based 
on its being grammatically correct without taking into 
consideration the source text or units larger than sentence 
and also the context. The focus of this grammatical 
approach was the linguistic aspect of translation. During 
this time, translation studies were “clearly defined as a 
sub-discipline of applied linguistics and it was then that 
the concept of equivalence became a key concept of 
translation studies” (Cyrus, 2009, p. 88). 
However as Catford pointed out, “the central problem 
of translation-practice is that of finding TL equivalents. 
A central task of translation theory is that of defining the 
nature and conditions of translation equivalence” (1965, 
p. 73), while it was not easily possible to have a generally 
accepted definition or sets of criteria for this concept.
1.2  Equivalence and TQA
Views toward this concept started from some very 
linguistic based approaches such as those belong to 
Savory (1957) in The Art of Translation who talked of 
equivalence in a rather contradictory way as he believed 
a translation should render the words of the original and 
the ideas of the original as well. This way the translator 
shall seek a complete rebuild of the source into the 
target language, keeping the same linguistic form and 
semantic content. Following this definition, the slightest 
of deviations from the source would result in a defective 
translation, which can happen in almost all cases.
This goes on to some more target oriented scholars 
such as Toury (1980) according to whom translation was 
designed to primarily fill a need in the target culture; 
therefore it is logical to assume the target system as 
the object of the study. Thus, his approach towards 
equivalence was a target and product oriented one. He 
named equivalence as functional relational, following 
the assumption that translation is the replacement of one 
message, which is encoded in one natural language, by an 
equivalent message, encoded in another language. 
According to Snell-Hornby (1988):
For the last 150 years, the word equivalence in English has been 
used as a technical term in different kinds of exact sciences to refer 
to a number of scientific phenomena or processes. In mathematics, 
it indicates a relationship of absolute equality that involves 
guaranteed reversibility. At the same time, however, it can also 
be used as a common word in the general vocabulary of English, 
and, in this sense, it means of similar significance. In other words, 
the word equivalence is used in the English language both as a 
scientific term and as a common word. (p. 17)
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However this is somehow not possible to find two 
things to be completely identical, especially in case of 
a descriptive field of study like translation, where no 
pure statistical or mathematical procedures are easily 
applicable to show the amount of equivalence between 
different linguistic items. Nida (1986) also addressed this 
same issue this way: 
There are no two stones alike, no flowers the same, and no two 
people who are identical. Although the structures of the DNA 
in the nucleus of their cells may be the same, such persons 
nevertheless differ as the result of certain developmental factors. 
No two sounds are ever exactly alike, and even the same person 
pronouncing the same words will never utter it in an absolutely 
identical manner. (p. 60) 
However, since translation is a kind of communication 
between at least two languages, involving two different 
source and target cultures, receivers and communities, 
therefore it is needed to have equivalence in some ways and 
by some degrees so that it is possible to judge if a translation 
is well understandable in the target society and the intended 
meaning and thought are transferred, before it is feasible to 
assess the amount of success of such a transfer.
The focus of this study was on the definition of 
translation, in essence, as a kind of communication. In 
history, translation has always functioned as a bridge for 
people who do not know foreign languages to understand 
the source text. As a matter of fact, translators and 
translation theorists worldwide have long realized the 
essence of translation as a kind of communication. Nida 
(1995) has said that translating means communication. 
Professor Fan Zhongying has also expressed the same 
opinion, saying that “translation is a language activity, 
the cardinal aim of which is to communicate” (Fan 
Zhongying, 1994, p. 9). 
Therefore, the focus of this study was on the definition 
of translation, in essence, as a kind of communication. 
Accordingly a purely linguistic orientation towards 
translation and equivalence could never win this 
competition. Translation is an act of communication, and 
equivalence in its best and most ideal mode can be the 
manifestation of this communication between the two 
culturally distinct groups of senders and receivers. This 
communication will take place if the intended meanings 
or in this case, thoughts and intentions of the author, are 
reflected in the translator’s final job.
In order to find out if such reflections actually happen, 
the researcher shall step away from the purely linguistic 
approaches. 
Discourse and pragmatics are key tools which can 
help to fill such a gap, however these concepts are much 
disputed topics among linguists, since they are combined 
together and shared so many values in detail, but there is a 
general consensus on the idea that discourse is an organized 
set of utterances reflecting or in relation with an organized 
set of thoughts. Also pragmatics can be described as the 
appropriate use of language in context. However, these 
definitions are so imprecise and it is needed to explain more 
on the nature of these two concepts and how they are tied 
together for the purpose of this study.
2 .   D I S C O U R S E  A N D  C R I T I C A L 
DISCOURSE ANALYSIS
There have been many definitions given for discourse 
by various scholars. It can range from linguistic views 
to sociological, philosophical and other disciplines 
and views. According to Titscher et.al (2000, p. 17) “it 
integrates a whole palette of meanings”. The views of 
Van Dijk (1993) have been adopted for the purpose of 
this study, in which he conceptualized discourse as text 
in context, which is “data that is liable for empirical 
analysis” (Titscher et.al, 2000, p. 23). In his view, the 
focus was put on discourse as actions and processes 
and in a wider sense, the text alone. Here, text is a part 
of social interactions in a wider process (Fairclough, 
1989).
Different traditions of discourse analysis have been 
derived from different interpretations of the meaning 
of discourse (Mills, 1997). Linguistic traditions defined 
discourse solely as the units of written and spoken 
communication under study and focused on the content 
of texts and conversations, which was not the preferred 
notion of this study. Other social science traditions defined 
discourse as being derived from and dependent on social 
practices, the complex mix of cultural norms, disciplines 
and rituals, which govern discursive formations (Hajer, 
1995). This last tradition is what has been focused on for 
the purpose of this study.
Social practices create sets of rules which work 
together to create discourses. In this case it is needed to 
view discourse as a concept encompasses social practices 
and ultimately get to know how discourses are formed 
and shaped, also the possibility of contrasting sets of 
influences producing divergent discourses.
Meaning, equivalence, and evaluation can’t be seen 
apart from power relations, ideological manipulations and 
hegemony, terms which forward us to CDA and the fact 
that how a single reality can be viewed by different people 
who belong to different cultural, ideological, political or 
religious families in different ways. 
The same facts shall be taken into consideration while 
assessing the quality of translation, in case of any types 
of manipulation or rendering. Resorting to discursive 
structures, one can’t consider such deviations from 
source text as mistranslation or wrong transformation of 
meaning. Concepts such as positive self-presentation and 
negative other presentation, to use Rahimi and Sahragard 
terms (2007).
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Discourse in this study was approached along with 
notions such as power and ideology, their effects on 
relations and how they affect the communication of 
the messages and thoughts. The effects of social and/or 
religious orientations of the author/translator in creating/
conveying the intended message and similar concepts 
which can be considered as vital factors in the way of 
assessment in this study based on discourse.
“Thus, CDA is concerned with the process of 
ideological struggles, examining the ways in which 
social realities are produced, reproduced, resisted, and 
transformed” (Mumby, 2004, p. 239). It is the uncovering 
of implicit ideologies in texts. It unveils the underlying 
ideological prejudices and therefore, the exercise of power 
in texts (Widdoson, 2000). 
Van Dijk defined CDA as:
A type of discourse analytical research that primarily studies the 
way social power abuse, dominance, and inequality are enacted, 
reproduced, and resisted by text and talk in the social and 
political context. With such dissident research, critical discourse 
analysts take explicit position, and thus want to understand, 
expose, and ultimately resist social equality. (2001, p. 352) 
The label CDA has come to refer to a particular branch 
of applied linguistics associated with some scholars 
mainly Roger Fowler, Norman Fairclough, Teun van Dijk 
and Ruth Wodak. 
3.  CDA FRAMEWORKS
3.1  Norman Fairclough: Discourse As Social 
Practice
According to Fairclough, CDA is a method for analyzing 
social and cultural modifications and manipulations, some 
features that could be used in standing against the power and 
the control of one group of people to be the superior ones. 
He believed that language is the way to shape the social 
identities, interactions, knowledge systems, and beliefs, also 
the fact that CDA is created by the same factor in return. 
In Language and Power (1989), he called his approach 
critical language study and he mentioned the first aim of his 
approach as helping to correct the vast negligence in relation 
to the significance of language in creating, maintaining and 
changing the social relations of power.
This first aim as mentioned above was the theoretical 
part of Fairclough’s approach. His second goal which 
was helping to raise awareness to the question that how 
language can influence the dominance of one group 
of people over the others, could be considered as the 
practical aspect of his approach. According to him, this 
awareness is the first step towards emancipation. In 
order to reach this goal, he insisted on raising the level 
of people’s consciousness, since he assumed that in 
discourse, the subjects do not, strictly speaking, know 
what they are doing, actually they are unaware of the 
potential social impact of what they do or say.
3.2 Teun Van Dijk: A Socio-Cognitive Model
Teun Van Dijk is one of the most famous and dominant 
figures in the field of CDA. His critical works were mostly 
with the emphasis on prejudice and racism in discourse. 
He introduced plenty of discursive and pragmatic features 
and devices into this field, to include a few, positive self-
representation and negative other-representation which 
play a significant role specially recently in CDA studies.
Van Dijk asserted that he has no special school or 
approach. He believed that CDA shall not be considered 
as a branch of discourse analysis, the same as conversation 
analysis or psycho-discourse analysis; to support this 
claim, he suggested researchers to look at the CDA as an 
interdisciplinary and use the findings of other cultures, 
countries, and other humanities disciplines in studying 
and referring to CDA. Consequently, he labeled his 
methodology as sociocognitive discourse analysis which 
shows to what extent studying cognition is significant in 
CDA, communication, and interaction.
However, this does not mean that CDA is limited 
to cognitive and social analysis; rather, following the 
Van Dijk view and considering the real world problems, 
its complexities and people’s needs, CDA should have 
cultural, historical, social, logical and philosophical 
orientations as well.
His framework which was adopted from politics, 
ideology and discourse introduced 27 elements, namely, 
consensus, counter factual, disclaimers, distancing, 
empathy, euphemism, evidentiality, example/illustration, 
explanation, fallacies, generalization, hyperbole, 
implication, irony, lexicalization, metaphor, national 
self-glorification, negative other presentation, norm 
expression, number game, polarization, us-them 
categorization, positive self-presentation and populism 
into the realm of discourse and pragmatics.
3.3  Ruth Wodak: Sociological and Historical 
Approach to CDA
Ruth Wodak (2001) and his colleagues studied about the 
institutional relations and discourse barriers in courtrooms, 
school, and hospitals. They offered some guidelines to 
prevent the usage of sexist language and some guidelines 
for appropriate communication between the patient and 
doctor. Studies of Wodak and his colleagues in the field 
of anti-Semitism after the Second World War, introduced 
historical approach to CDA.
4.  DISCOURSE AND PRAGMATICS AND 
THEIR CONTRIBUTION TO TQA
Critical discourse analysis deals with the relationship 
between discourse and power. Power in this current study 
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was not the very political power as it reaches minds 
quickly, but here is an effort to find out that how do (more) 
powerful group/s control public discourse following Van 
Dijk’s CDA framework (2004) based on the fact that one 
of the ultimate goals of CDA research is to expose the 
manipulative strategies adopted by dominant groups to 
maintain social inequalities and injustices (Fairclough & 
Wodak, 1997; Van Dijk, 1996, 2001, 2006).
Stressing issues like fidelity and accuracy, and 
remaining silent about the possibilities of the translator 
active intervention in the meaning transfer and codes of 
practice keep up the illusion of unmediated communication. 
Deep inside, the translator may doubt the validity of the 
code, and may even act against it, but the professional 
discourse allows the translator to hide behind a mask with a 
confident smile, hiding the doubts (Pym, 1997).
This can be the very aim of applying discursive 
strategies in evaluation of the translation quality, to look 
for those doubts as perceived by the translator, to see how 
s/he managed to get along with those doubts and how they 
finally conveyed the source intended meaning, despite 
such doubts, but in a way or another without letting their 
end user to get to know any deviations from the source.
Fairclough (1991) who has made a great contribution 
to the establishment of CDA as a direction of research 
maintained that the text does not convey meaning through 
linguistic features but it is generated and realized by 
its discursive formations reflecting certain ideologies 
or given ways of controlling and manipulating power 
relations.
The brief summary as presented above in case of TQA, 
evaluation and equivalence showed that what discourse is 
trying to say is widely ignored in the way of assessing the 
translation quality. If this fact is accepted that translation 
is a communication, then it is obviously accepted that no 
communication will happen in isolation. It is in need of a 
message to be conveyed, the sender of this message and 
the receiver, and the one who has somehow the main role 
in this communication, the one who informs the receptor 
of the sender’s intended message. The author and the 
translator who encodes and decodes the message are also 
not in isolation, they have their own cultural background, 
social orientations and political views, and all of these 
factors will affect the way they will write and translate.
An effective manner of evaluation is the one which 
includes such factors and not a merely linguistic 
assessment. Especially for the sake of this study where 
a translated novel has been assessed, it was needed to 
widen this area of assessment, look deeply into the real 
nonlinguistic reasons behind every linguistic decision.
By adopting CDA with particular emphasis on 
pragmatic elements, the present investigation was an 
attempt to shed light on the relationship between language 
and discourse involved in translation in general, and 
more specifically, to uncover the underlying ideological 
assumptions invisible in the texts, both ST and TT, and 
consequently ascertain whether or not translator efforts 
result in a complete transfer of the discourse from source 
into target, Which has been called discourse equivalence 
by the researcher in this current study.
Alike discourse, pragmatics also focuses on structural 
study of the phrase and units larger than sentences, 
speech acts and conversational events. Pragmatics focus 
on context and its construction, analyzing the speakers/
writers intended meaning and how they might be 
manipulated/interpreted in different ways by different 
people and in different contexts.
According to McTear and Conti-Ramsden (1989), 
pragmatics involves the three following aspects of 
language use: 
• The study of discourse and conversational skills.
• The study of the relationship between pragmatics and 
other levels of language.
• The study of situational determinants of the use of 
language.
Gaining some insights from this categorization, in 
this current study the focus was on the discourse and 
pragmatics, how these two have been tied together and 
how they would help to determine the language use.
The focus on the concept of pragmatics came from a 
bidirectional categorization proposed by Van Dijk (2004), 
pragmatic and semantic macro structures. As Van Dijk 
(2004) defined these two concepts, pragmatic level of 
discourse deals with the macro-structures of the discourse. 
By macro-structures he meant the situation where sets 
of sentences or paragraphs and a whole discourse will 
together point to a general and global meaning in order to 
accomplish one speech act or the macro-speech act. The 
notion of macro speech act is necessary for understanding 
the cognitive process of discourse and speech acts in 
communicative interactions.
Also vital for all discourses and communications is the 
one who controls the topics (semantic macrostructures) 
and topic change, as when editors decide what news 
topics will be covered, professors decide what topics will 
be dealt with in class, or men control topics and topic 
change in conversations with women (Van Dijk, 1988). 
The topics, or semantic macrostructures, define what the 
text is about, globally speaking a whole event and play 
a fundamental role in the production and comprehension 
of discourse. Thus the topic is the information that is best 
recalled of a text, and hence also plays a primary role in 
influencing the audience.
Pragmatically in discourse, speech act sequences can 
be analyzed at a global level. Therefore the sequence 
of speech acts is known as a whole onto one (or more) 
global speech acts of macro-speech acts. Thus, a whole 
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paragraph in a novel might have a general topic of nature 
or architecture (semantic macro structure), however 
it might denotes national self-glorification in term of 
discursive features (pragmatic macro structure) since 
those natural or architectural elements are used in order 
to glorify one nation. As Van Dijk (1977) mentioned, 
such a pragmatic macro-structure is a kind of reduction, it 
denotes the ultimate upshot of a paragraph for instance, e.g. 
in terms of the global intention and purpose.
Stories and in this study novel, is one of the events 
where in a pragmatic macro analysis is needed in order 
to be able to analyze the discursive strategies based on 
the whole and not distinctively based on single term or 
semantically by following sentences one by one to find 
one global topic.
This was also the main reason behind the method 
of data collection in this study, as single sentences or 
strings can hardly help to get to the main idea behind a 
combination of some linguistic items.
5.   OBJECTIVES AND RESEARCH 
QUESTIONS 
This study was about the assessment of the translation 
quality based on discursive/pragmatic strategies within 
the realm of CDA. The idea behind this study was not to 
quantify the amount of mismatches and errors for the sake 
of passing/failing any translated document, but to have an 
overall judgment of whether the discursive elements and 
in general discourse are transferable from the source text 
into the target text or not. 
Since the parties involved in a discourse belong to 
different cultural backgrounds; taking the same fact into 
consideration, the purpose of this study was to identify 
if this is possible to transfer discourse from source into 
a target text in the process of translation, and how far 
manipulations might happen.
The main interest and the pivotal point of this study 
was the discursive and pragmatic properties of any 
original work and how successful the translator would be 
in transferring those properties with the least of deviations 
from the source text into the target text. Also the reasons 
behind decisions taken by the translator for following the 
author’s trend in choosing the same discursive features 
or skipping them and/or going for any other features; 
manipulating the author’s intended meaning and thought 
in a way or another, are discussed in details.
The first purpose of this study was to see whether it is 
possible to transfer discourse with the least of deviations 
from source into the target, considering the fact that 
discourse is a culture based concept which is tied with 
the cultural and ideological backgrounds of the parties’ 
involved in a discoursal and pragmatic event. 
The second purpose of this study was to find out how 
far manipulations will happen. Regarding the fact that 
deviations from the source is inevitable, this thesis aimed 
at exploring the reasons behind the manipulations done 
by the translator within a CDA framework, analyzing the 
discursive and pragmatic features of the original work and 
to see how the translator could manage to skip or modify 
those elements in different ways. Therefor this study 
sought to elaborate the two below hypothesis:
• Discourse is a culture based concept, therefore 
seeking a constant and mutual discourse (discourse 
equivalence) between source and target text is impossible 
for the purpose of translation quality assessment (TQA).
• Manipulation in discourse is inevitable and it occurs 
in a way or another during the process of translation, 
regarding the discourse and pragmatics of language.
6.  MATERIALS AND METHODS
Data in this empirical study came from the Farsi 
translation of the Lost Symbol, a 2009 novel by the 
American writer Dan Brown, translated by Hussein 
Shahrabi (2010). 
Thirty paragraphs were selected purposefully according 
to the discursive features and the pragmatic devices 
presented in the source document. Source paragraphs 
were separately read and if any special cultural, religious 
or political inclination were detected there in, those 
paragraphs were chosen for further inspections.
The reason behind such a selective manner was to 
make sure that the selected paragraphs surely have some 
discursive/pragmatic features for the sake of this study, 
since a random selection might not include the necessary 
amount of info needed for the purpose of assessment/
evaluation.
The next step followed by finding the related translated 
paragraphs and to understanding how those discursive/
pragmatic features were treated by the translator, which 
was later the basis of the main discussion and decision 
making process under this study.
The very reason of focusing on novel for the purpose 
of this study was not a literal study of the nature of novels 
and the discourse process there in, therefore the emphasis 
shifted from macrotextual aspects (different from macro 
and micro structures as proposed by Van Dijk), including 
the paratext and metatext and will be forwarded to the 
detailed analysis of the discursive features which are 
based on the Van Dijk CDA framework (2004).
This novel was rather a big source of data with hints 
and flashbacks to the real world, real places and people, 
and discursive features could be best explained when 
references to real world were present. Comparison 
between ideas and opinions in the field of religion and 
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national belongings could be done best with a focus on 
euphemization as was proposed in this study and the 
investigation of how far the translator could keep a loyal 
and truthful attitude towards the source text and the 
source author and consequently what elements might 
hinder such an effort.
The main reason behind the method of data collection 
in this study was that stories and in this study novel, 
was one of the events where a pragmatic macro analysis 
was needed in order to be able to analyze the discursive 
strategies based on the whole and not distinctively based 
on a single term or semantically by following sentences 
one by one to find one global topic, thus single sentences 
or strings could hardly help to get to the main idea behind 
a combination of some linguistic items.
Following a complete comparison between the source 
and the target selected data and locating the discursive/
pragmatic features, the number of frequency of those 
strategies in the source were analyzed to see if the same 
number transferred into the target or not and in case of 
any deviations from the source, the frequency of deviation 
has been also noted out. 
In order to analyze the results obtained from this study, 
data analysis has been done via SPSS. Chi-Square has 
been applied to analyze the collected data in order to gain 
the P-value.
In order to discuss the deviations from the source, two 
new concepts failure of rendering and adaptation were 
introduced to the analysis procedure.
Failure of rendering included instances where a 
discursive strategy was used in the source, but dropped 
in the target translation due to misunderstanding of 
the strategy or any other content related reasons, and 
adaptation covered instances were translation was 
done using another strategy/adding a new strategy (not 
presented in the source text). 
It was assumed that these manipulations both happen 
for improving the level of understanding for the end reader 
and to clear any traces of vagueness and ambiguity or to 
avoid any cultural, social or religious misunderstanding.
7.  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Comparison between the frequencies in the source and 
target texts showed a small amount of difference which 
was due to some deviations from the source text by the 
translator for the lack of understanding and/or the need for 
making some slight changes in the translation.
The list of all the detected strategies along with their 
frequencies in the source and the target text and also their 
amount of deviation from source are all gathered in the 
below table (table 1) for more clarification.
Table 1
The Number of Frequency of the Strategies in the Source and Target Text and the Amount of Mismatches
Discursive Strategy Frequency in Source
Frequency in 
Target Failure of rendering Adaptation
Actor Description 2 2 0 0
Categorization 5 5 0 0
Disclaimers 3 3 0 0
euphemism 1 1 0 0
Example/Explanation/Illustration/Demonstration 12 13 0 1
Hyperbole 12 13 0 1
Implication 10 9 1 0
Irony 3 3 0 0
lexicalization 1 1 0 0
Metaphor 2 2 0 0
National Self-Glorification 14 14 0 0
Negative Other Presentation 2 2 0 0
Number Game 4 4 0 0
Polarization 3 3 0 0
Positive Self-Presentation 1 2 0 1
Presupposition 5 3 2
Vagueness 3 3 0 0
Victimization 3 4 0 1
Total 86 87 3 4
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Since the collected data and the studied strategies are 
shown in form of frequency in the source and the target 
text, the Chi-Square test of independence is applied which 
is an statistical analysis method used where the data 
consist of frequencies or counts
Since the number deviations from the source were very 
small, only 7 occurrences out of 86 which was the total 
number of frequencies in the source text, consequently 
this number did not affect the Chi-Square test result and 
the final statistics showed a 100% conformity between 
the source and the target text. Chi-Square calculation is 
shown in the below table:
Table 2
Chi-Square Test Result for the Comparison Between 
the Discursive Strategies in the Source and the Target 
Text
Value df Asymp. Sig. (2-sided)
Pearson chi-square 18.000b 1 .000
Continuity correction a 13.781 1 .000
Likelihood ratio 22.915 1 .000
Linear-by-linear 17.000 1 .000
N of valid cases 18
As seen above, the P-value (Sig.) is 0.0 which is less 
than 0.05 and accordingly the main hypothesis of this 
study, discourse is a culture based concept, therefore 
seeking a constant and mutual discourse (discourse 
equivalence) between source and target text is impossible 
for the purpose of translation quality assessment, has been 
undeniably rejected with a high amount of dependency 
between source and target text.
As the results showed, 18 strategies out of 27 strategies 
proposed by Van Dijk in his CDA framework were located 
in the source and consequently located and elaborated 
in the target text. The results showed that the number of 
frequency of these strategies in the collected data was 
86 in the source text and 87 in the target. There were 7 
occurrences of deviation from the source. 
Although the number of deviations from the source 
were so small that they did not affect the Chi-Square test 
results, however this can’t be ignored that deviations 
happened less or more and as a result the second 
hypothesis, manipulation in discourse is inevitable 
and it occurs in a way or another during the process of 
translation, regarding the discourse and pragmatics of 
language, has been approved.
The highest number of frequency went to national 
self-glorification with 14 occurrences, hyperbole and 
example/explanation/illustration/demonstration and 
implication both with 12 occurrences. This was not far 
from expectation, since the central topic in this novel was 
going to be supported in a rather indirect approach taking 
use of discursive/pragmatic strategies. Examples of these 
two strategies are followed:
ST: The U.S. Capitol Building stands regally at the 
eastern end of the National Mall, on a raised plateau that 
city designer Pierre L’Enfant described as “a pedestal 
waiting for a monument.” The Capitol’s massive footprint 
measures more than 750 feet in length and 350 feet deep. 
Housing more than sixteen acres of floor space, it contains 
an astonishing 541 rooms. The neoclassical architecture is 
meticulously designed to echo the grandeur of ancient Rome, 
whose ideals were the inspiration for America’s founders in 
establishing the laws and culture of the new republic.
/sâxtemân-e câpitol iâlát-e motáhede bâ hâláti ŝâhvâr 
dár entehây-e jenâh-e ŝárqi-e táfárojgâh-e melli ruye 
sákuy-e bâlâ âmáde qárâr dârád ke tárâh-e ŝáhr, piter 
lânfân ân râ pâyeii dár entezâr-e banây-e yâdbud tosif 
kárde bud./ /jâye pâye ázime câpitol biŝ áz 228 metr tool 
vá 100 metr omq dârád./ /sâxtemân ke biŝ áz ŝast o panj 
hezâr metr morabá zirbánâ dârád ráqám-e heyrát ángizi 
barâbár bâ 541 otâq râ dár xod jây dâde./ /memâri-e 
neokelâsik ân râ bâ deqáti xareqolâde tárâhi kárde and 
tâ bâztâb-e ŝokuh-e rom-e bâstân bâŝád ke ârmân-hâ-
yaŝ elhâm báxŝ-e âbâ-e âmrikâ dár bárpâi-e qávânin vá 
fárháng-e jomhuri-e jádid bud./
Note: In this paragraph the phrases like 750 feet in 
length and 350 feet deep and more than sixteen acres 
of floor space can be categorized under number game 
strategy in ideological views, which is used here to put 
emphasis on the glory of the building. 
Also the way the author is describing one of the most 
famous buildings in the USA as stands regally, it contains 
an astonishing 541 rooms, the neoclassical architecture 
is meticulously designed to echo the grandeur of ancient 
Rome both are examples of hyperbole  and national self-
glorification.
ST: The forefathers who founded this capital city 
first named her “Rome.” They had named her river the 
Tiber and erected a classical capital of pantheons and 
temples, all adorned with images of history’s great gods 
and goddesses—Apollo, Minerva, Venus, Helios, Vulcan, 
Jupiter. In her center, as in many of the great classical 
cities, the founders had erected an enduring tribute to the 
ancients—the Egyptian obelisk. This obelisk, larger even 
than Cairo’s or Alexandria’s, rose 555 feet into the sky, 
more than thirty stories, proclaiming thanks and honor to 
the demigod forefather for whom this capital city took its 
newer name. Washington.
/âbâ-e âmrikâ ke bonyân gozârân-e in pâyetáxt budánd, 
áválin bâr esmáŝ râ rom gozâŝtánd./ /nâme rudxâne-áŝ râ 
tiber gozâŝte budánd va yek pâyetáxt-e kelasik-e yunâni 
rumi por áz pânteon vá maabad banâ karde budand ke 
sártâsáráŝ bâ tásâvir-e izádân vá izad banovân-e bozorge-e 
târix tázin ŝode bud./ /âpolo, minrovâ, venus, helius, 
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voveklâk vá Jupiter./ /dár márkazaŝ, mânánd-e besyari 
áz ŝáhráy-e bozorg vá kelâsik, yek yâdbud-e mândegar 
áz márdom-e bâstân bárpâ kárdand: obelisk-e mesri./ /in 
obelisk ke hatâ áz obelisk-e qâhere yá eskándárie bozork-
tár bud bâ ertefâ-e 170 metri-áŝ sár be âsemân mi-said 
va biŝ áz si tábáqe dâŝt ke elâm mi-kárdánd be eftexâr vá 
barâye sepasgozari áz bonyân-gozârân nime-ye xodây-e 
melát ást ke hâlâ in pâyetaxt nâm-e jádid-tar-e xod râ áz 
yeki áz ânân gerefte bud: vâŝángton./
Note: The writer, by calling Washington, Rome 
and using hyperbolic expressions like “great gods and 
goddesses”, shows national self-glorification. The strategy 
example is used to add to the glorification by naming the 
gods and goddesses like Apollo, Minerva, Venus, Helios, 
Vulcan, and Jupiter. 
Also the other strategy which was among the high 
frequency ones in the analyzed data was implication. The 
high frequency of this strategy showed some delicate 
style of writing from the author’s side. Though he was 
maneuvering on their national glories and values, but at 
the same time he tried to indirectly elaborate and refer 
to some critical points perhaps not wise to be clearly 
introduced in a hyperbolic way. 
The discursive strategy implication came from the fact 
that pragmatic contextual is the main reason why discourse 
remains implicit. Accordingly recipients deduce and infer 
this implicit information by their attitudes, knowledge and 
their mental models (Rahimi & Sahragard, 2007). 
Regarding strategy example/explanation/illustration/
demonstration, the reason behind this large number of 
frequency came from two places. This was mainly due 
to the rather vague general idea and topic of the studied 
novel. Freemasonic might be a famous word worldwide, 
but people might have very few information about it. 
For the same reason, the author tried to bring more data 
wherever possible and needed, and the translator also 
conveyed these extra definitions wherever appeared in the 
source. Also, the examples and illustrations were good 
ways for pushing the readers focusing on some intended 
points, being absorbed by the real examples and accept 
the proposed idea easily with no interference.
Also the high number of this strategy had two 
literal/stylistic and/or discursive reasons. Discursively/
pragmatically this strategy is to give concrete examples, 
demonstrating vignettes and short stories, making general 
points reasonable, plausible and probable. This can be a 
strong tool in CDA talks where the people are actually 
bringing some witnesses to prove their own points. 
However implication and example can be two ends 
of a continuum, one stands for vagueness and the other 
one stands for the effort to reduce the vagueness, these 
contradictory discursive strategies were beautifully set 
together without affecting the readership. It was in a way 
where the author kept things vague where he wished and 
explained more where he deemed advisable. An example 
for implication is followed:
ST: Langdon’s long-standing skepticism about the 
Masonic Pyramid was based largely on what it allegedly 
revealed—the location of the Ancient Mysteries. This 
discovery would have to involve an enormous vault filled 
with thousands upon thousands of volumes that had 
somehow survived the long-lost ancient libraries in which 
they had once been stored. It all seemed impossible. A vault 
that big? Beneath D.C.? Now, however, his recollection of 
Peter’s lecture at Phillips Exeter, combined with these lists 
of magic words, ha opened another startling possibility. 
Langdon most definitely did not believe in the power of 
magic words . . . and yet it seemed pretty clear that the 
tattooed man did. His pulse quickened as he again scanned 
the scrawled notes, the maps, the texts, the printouts, and all 
the interconnected strings and sticky notes.
/ŝák-e tulâni-e lengdân dárbâre-ye herám-e mâsoni 
biŝtár bár ásâs-e čizi bud ke mi-goftánd qárâr ást efŝâ 
konad – mákân-e ásrâr-e bâstani-e in káŝf./ /in káŝf 
motezámen-e in bud ke sárdâbe-i ázim dár kâr bâŝád bâ 
hezârân jeld ketabi ke be náhvi áz ketâbkhane-ye bâstâni 
va gomŝode-i ke zámáni dar ân ánbâr ŝode budánd, jân-e 
sâlem be dár borde bâŝánd./ /in čizhâ nâmomken be názár 
mi-resid./ /sárdâbe-i be ân bozorgi?/ /zir-e vâŝángton?/ 
/álân ámâ bâ yâdâvári-e sokhánrâni-e piter dár filipz 
eksterer hámrâh bâ in fehrest-e kálámât-e jadui, emkân-e 
heyrat angiz-e digári piŝ keŝide bud./ /lengdân be hič vajh 
be qodrat-e kalamat-e jâdui eteqâd nádâŝt./ /ámâ vâzeh 
bud ke márd-e khâlkubi ŝode eteqâd dârad./ /yâddaŝt-hâ 
vá náqŝe-hâ va motun bâ pirint-hâ bâ báqie-ye rismân-
haye motásel be ham vá kâqázhây-e čásbide ŝod-e râ ke 
morur kárd zárabân-e qálbáŝ bâlâ gereft./
Note: The writer implies some lists of magic words 
without any further clarification. 
Other strategies were not either found or appeared 
with rather small quantities. Among them categorization 
can be named which was an important strategy in racist 
talk. Authors can easily categorize people into groups 
those who are praised and those who will be rejected by 
the community. 
Categorization is rather a very tricky strategy. This 
stands for the classification of the people into groups, 
sometimes the good and the bad, the superiors and the 
inferiors. This way the author indirectly tries to show 
the more and the less important or affective parties. No 
direct insult or praise is introduced to the readership; 
rather the decision making is left to the reader. However 
by categorization, the better categories are introduced in a 
way that indirectly pushes the reader towards the intended 
party. This strategy is used very frequently in the CDA 
related documents, reports, interviews, speeches, etc. 
This categorization is usually done between two different 
notions, which are in most of the cases, a controversy 
between what is good and what is bad. This is shown 
in a manner of polarization, denoting an US-THEM 
dichotomy. An example of this strategy is followed:
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ST: Like most teachers, Langdon did not enjoy being 
lectured to. The Moses above them had horns for the same 
reason thousands of Christian images of Moses had horns—
a mistranslation of the book of Exodus. The original Hebrew 
text described Moses as having “karan ’ohr panav”—
“facial skin that glowed with rays of light”—but when the 
Roman Catholic Church created the official Latin translation 
of the Bible, the translator bungled Moses’s description, 
rendering it as “cornuta esset facies sua,” meaning “his face 
was horned.” From that moment on, artists and sculptors, 
fearing reprisals if they were not true to the Gospels, began 
depicting Moses with horns.
/lengdân hám mesl-e biŝtár-e moálem-hâ dust nádâŝt 
bárây-áŝ sokhánrâni konánd./ /musâ bâlâye sáerŝan be 
hámân dálili ŝâkh dâŝt ke hezârân tásvir-e masihi-e digar 
áz musâ ŝâkh dâŝtánd – tárjome-ye eŝtebâh áz sáfár-e 
khoruj./ /mátn-e asli-e ebri, musâ râ čenin tosif mikárd ke 
“qâren âr penâv” – “pust-e čehre-ye vey mi-derákhŝid”./ /
amâ váqty kelisâye kâtolik-e rom tárjome-ye lâtin-e rásmi 
áz ketâb-e moqádas râ montáŝer kárd, motárjem tosife 
musâ râ sáre ham bándi kárd va be jaye ân goft “cornuta 
esset facies sua” be mánâye “surátaŝ ŝakh dâr bud”./ /
áz ân zámân be bad, honármándân va mojásáme sâzân áz 
társ-e mojâzât ke mábadâ háqiqat-e kálam râ náguyánd u 
râ bâ ŝakh be tásvir keŝidánd./
Note: The Christians on one side and the Jewish 
people on the other side show a classification of people 
and religions.
National self-glorification which was the most frequent 
strategy in this study, closely related to categorization. 
The results showed that national self-glorification can be 
indirectly the result of the categorization, or perhaps vice 
versa, but in any ways these two were closely related and 
supporting each other interchangeably. 
The other strategies were appearing in the analyzed 
part of this novel with rather very small quantities. 
Though this did not lessen importance of those strategies 
in the realm of CDA, but relating to this current study, 
they were not of pivotal importance. 
Euphemism includes situations where negative 
opinions about one person, group or party are often 
alleviated as a result of the positive self-presentation 
strategy and the avoidance of the negative impression 
formation. Also positive self-presentation is always in 
combination with the derogation of out groups. This is 
actually when the speaker or author is focusing on the 
strong points of themselves comparing to the weak points 
of the other’s, anyone or anything not inside their own 
group and party.
Euphemism along with lexicalization (in simple 
words, taking use of terms with negative connotation to 
describe the outer groups) and positive self-presentation 
all had the same number of frequency and the least of 
frequencies in this study. These strategies are among the 
widely used strategies in the CDA talks, however here the 
author used them so rarely. In completing the description 
of these strategies, they all have one feature in common; 
they are all in need of derogating the outer groups in a 
rather direct way. 
For lexicalization it is clearly needed to introduce some 
terms with rather negative connotation in describing any 
one or any parties, euphemism is in need of a hyperbolic 
manifestation of some negative ideas, people events, etc. 
in a way to show the other group in a positive way. And 
positive self-presentation happens where a negative other-
presentation also happens at the same time. This strategy 
was also having the frequency number of 2 and among the 
least of recurring strategies. 
Thus in any of these three strategies, a somehow 
obvious debate and struggle was presented, something 
that might be widely seen in everyday TV shows 
or forums over different hot topics, but not ideally 
appropriate for a novel which was going to be a lectern 
for glorifying a nation or religion. Therefore the author 
obviously refrained from using such debatable and further 
refutable strategies, and moved towards some strategies 
where peacefully and with the least of comparisons with 
outer groups, the in groups were shown in a positive and 
glorious way, national self-glorification, hyperbole and 
partly implication.
Since this study was not a merely CDA study, and 
CDA was actually used as a benchmark for the assessment 
of the translation quality, it was needed to focus on 
mismatches as well as the complete conversion of the 
source text. The researcher by analyzing the errors and 
mismatches proposed two sets of categorizations to 
explain different types of mismatches: 
1. Failure of Rendering: When a discursive strategy is 
used in the source, but dropped in the target translation 
due to misunderstanding of the strategy or any other 
content related reasons.
2. Adaptation: When the Translation is done using 
another strategy/adding a new Strategy (not presented in 
the source text).
In case of failure of rendering, the intended meaning 
of the writer was not transferred in the target text by any 
means. In fact, the translator has been ignorant to the 
strategy used in the text, and has not identified it at all or 
for any necessary considerations, preferred not to have a 
one to one correspondence with the source. It happened 
that failure of rendering and adaptation came together, 
where the translator dropped one strategy in the source 
(for any reason) and at the same time introduced another 
strategy to the target in the same place. The number of 
failures in this analyzed data was only 3.
An Example of this failure of rendering and adaptation 
at the same time appeared in the below paragraph:
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ST: Langdon took the ring and examined it, running 
his fingers over the double-headed phoenix, the number 
33, the words ORDO AB CHAO, and also the words all is 
revealed at the thirty-third degree. He felt nothing helpful. 
Then, as his fingers traced down around the outside of the 
band, he stopped short. Startled, he turned the ring over 
and eyed the very bottom of its band.
/lengdân hálqe râ gereft vá bárrási-áŝ kárd./ /angoŝtân-
áŝ râ ruye qoqnus-e do sár čarkhând vá niz ruy-e ádâd-e 
33 vá kálámât-e názm áz del-e âŝub ORDO AB CHAO 
vá hámin tor hám kálámat-e “háme čiz dár dáráje-ye sei-o 
sevom âŝkâr miŝávád”./ /čizi ke komákáŝ konád nádid./ /
bád hámân tor ke ángoŝtân-áŝ ruy-e lábe-ye biruni-e hálqe 
hárkát mi-kárdánd, máksi kutâh kárd./ /moteájeb hálqe râ 
bárgárdând vá dorost entehây-e hálqe râ negah kár./
Note: There is a Persian expression (kálámât-e 
názm áz del-e âŝub) which is added to translation and 
does not exist in the original text. This is the translation 
of "ORDO AB CHAO" where the author brings no 
further explanation and the strategy "Implication" is 
used. However the translator did not leave this point 
vague and added the translation, thus this strategy is 
somehow intentionally missed in here. By adding some 
more explanations about the vague term the translator is 
applying some adaptations in his job through the strategy 
explanation.
In the case of adaptation, the intended meaning is 
transferred, but by the aid of some other strategies and/or 
by adding a new strategy. The number of adaptations in 
this analyzed data was 4. An example followed:
ST: From the Crusades, to the Inquisition, to American 
politics—the name Jesus had been hijacked as an ally in 
all kinds of power struggles. Since the beginning of time, 
the ignorant had always screamed the loudest, herding the 
unsuspecting masses and forcing them to do their bidding. 
They defended their worldly desires by citing Scripture 
they did not understand. They celebrated their intolerance 
as proof of their convictions. Now, after all these years, 
mankind had finally managed to utterly erode everything 
that had once been so beautiful about Jesus.
/če dár jáng-hâye sálibi če dár táftish-e áqâyed, če 
dár siâsát-hâye estesmâri-e keshvár-e âmrikâ - nâm-e 
isâye másih râ robude budánd tâ dár hár no jáng-e qodrat 
hámrâh va hám ray-e khod konand./ /áz ázál, jâhelan 
hámishe bolánd-tárin árbáde-hâ râ sár mi-dâdadánd vá 
tudehây-e sâde del râ gerd mi-âvardánd vá majbureshân 
mi-kárdánd be avâmere-shân gárdán begozâránd./ /bâ 
náql kárdán az ketab-e moqadási ke ne-mi-fáhmidánd, áz 
arezuhây-e donyávi-eshân defâ mi-kárdánd./ /nâbordbâri-
eshân râ be onvân-e sánádi bar imân-eshân mi-setudánd./ 
/hâlâ bád az in háme sâl, báshar belákháre tásmim gerefte 
bud hár čizi râ ke zámâni zibâi-e másih hesâb mi-shod, 
pâk konád./
Note: American politics is translated as (siâsát-hâye 
estesmâri-e keshvár-e âmrikâ). Translator clearly adds the 
term exploitation to his translation. Translator is taking 
use of the discursive strategy hyperbole/exaggeration 
by inserting an adjective which has a rather negative 
connotation. 
The higher number of adaptation comparing to the 
failure of rendering is due to the discursive/pragmatic 
features and the requirements of the target audiences and 
culture, thus the translator in some parts had to made some 
modifications, though very small but inevitable indeed.
CONCLUSION
The findings of this study revealed that discourse can be 
transferred from source into target with even no or very 
small deviation from the source text. Results showed 
despite the fact that discourse is a culture based concept 
rooted in the culture and ideology of the people, but still it 
is possible to transfer its distinctive features into a target 
culture and language through translation, also it showed that 
discursive strategies national self-glorification, hyperbole 
and implication have great application and emphasis on 
the movement of the central idea all throughout the studied 
novel. These are strategies through which a very clear-cut, 
straight and at the same time a far from tension devotion to 
one nation, party or group can be manifested. 
As far as there is no direct and bold insult or mock is 
done as for any outer group, the result of the application 
of these strategies can be tolerated and this was a tricky 
way of dealing with CDA in this novel. The author while 
never let the US nation and religion and Freemasonic 
ideas down, but at the same time tried not to point his 
finger directly toward any other non US group or people.
The findings of this study also showed that many 
distortions or transformations between the original and the 
two translated versions were not only arbitrary, but also 
ideologically encoded in the texts, with specific purposes 
and functions.
Since the studied novel was not a direct and purely 
political or religious oriented document, some of the CDA 
strategies including negative other representation were not 
applied by the author and consequently by the translator. 
Instead some so-called indirect strategies like example/
explanation/illustration/demonstration or national self-
glorification were applied widely.
Statistical results showed that the translator could 
successfully transfer the discursive strategies into his 
work with the high percentage of 100%.
This safe movement very undeniably rejected the first 
hypothesis and showed that a transfer of discourse in 
general from source text into target text is possible even 
with the least of deviations and manipulations. 
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According to the results of this study it is possible 
to divide discursive strategies into two distinctive direct 
and indirect groups. It has been showed that discursive 
strategies national self-glorification, hyperbole, example/
explanation/illustration/demonstration and implication are 
the indirect strategies, they are assumed to be methods 
of praising or degrading the intended subject in rather 
an indirect way. There would be no direct pointing 
toward anyone, no insult or questioning others for their 
weak points in order to highlight the strong points of the 
oppositions, instead by glorifying some other ones good 
points, there would be no room indirectly to talk about the 
negative points of the rest of the subjects. 
Again this praise would be done in an indirect manner, 
a whole nation would be praised in order to glorify one 
single person or religious group or party and not that 
intended person in a direct way.
The direct categorization includes negative other 
presentation and positive self-presentation, where some 
parties will be derogated so that some other ones are 
praised. It is highly possible to very frankly disregard some 
one’s ideas or abilities to help others become the winners.
There were also some other direct strategies with 
very few or zero frequencies in this study. It somehow 
showed the writing style of the author of the novel which 
has been manifested in the translator’s job as well, an 
indirect orientation toward his intended goals in writing 
his novel. There has been no single insult or questioning 
directly towards any person, group or nationality, instead 
he highlighted the good points as much as possible, so 
that the reader is absorbed in those beauty and luxuries 
in a way even if he wanted, and he could not accept the 
opposite, even if the opposite is the positive truth.
By and large, and despite the fact that the main 
hypothesis was not proved, but the very main objective 
in the study have been met, which was the study of the 
application of discursive strategies and the movement of 
discourse from source into target as a mean to assess the 
translation quality. 
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